
 
Rebuttal to the Argument Against Measure R 

 
 
Now more than ever, Measure R is urgently needed to keep Orinda safe. 
 
With another deadly and destructive fire season upon us, wildfire prevention work CANNOT 
WAIT. Voting Yes on R means we get to work before it’s too late reducing flammable 
vegetation, creating fire breaks, ensuring defensible space and safe evacuation routes as 
recommended by local fire professionals.  
 
Orinda has made significant investments to improve local roads. Yes on R protects our 
investment with maintenance so roads don’t deteriorate to their prior condition, requiring costly 
repairs.  
 
Most storm drains were built as Orinda developed over the last century and are reaching the end 
of their useful life. Yes on R upgrades storm drains to prevent flooding, sinkholes, property 
damage and maintain safe emergency evacuation routes. 
 
The cost of Measure R is modest – adding just 50¢ on a $100 purchase/ $5 on a $1,000 purchase. 
Essential purchases like groceries and medicine are exempt so the cost isn’t a burden.  
 
Without Measure R growing wildfire risk will increase home insurance premiums by more than the 
cost of this measure and insurance companies may stop offering fire insurance. 
 
Sales tax is a pass-through that won’t burden struggling businesses nor create a competitive 
disadvantage. With Measure R, Orinda’s sales tax rate will be the same as Moraga’s. 
 
Orinda’s independent Citizens’ Infrastructure Oversight Commission has confirmed proper 
spending of the funding that Measure R renews. Strict fiscal accountability, oversight and 
transparency requirements will continue to ensure funds are spent as promised. 
 
Vote Yes on R for a Safer Orinda. 
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